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O R D E R  F O R M

Saturday 24th August 2013 will mark the 50th anniversary of HMS Belfast's final
voyage as an operational warship. Commissioned on the eve of the Second

World War, Belfast was built by Harland and Wolff's famous shipyard in the city
that shares her name. Her eventful career has seen her involved in the capture
of the German Liner Cap Norte, the battle of North Cape, the D-Day landings

and the Yangtse Incident as well as further combat during the Korean war.
Britain's largest historic ship, she was saved from the scrapyard in 1971 to

become a museum ship – a lasting reminder of the powerful, big-gun armoured
warships that formed the backbone of the Royal Navy in the first half of the

twentieth century. 

In her new moorings on the Thames, HMS Belfast now offers visitors a 
remarkable insight into the Royal Navy's technology of the time, as well as a

glimpse into the onboard lives of those for whom she was home both during war
and peace. This beautifully illustrated book gives the reader the unique 
opportunity to experience this great ship for themselves. As well as an

introductory text which provides an overview of the vessel's rich history, the
book features many contemporary full colour photographs and reveals the

immense work involved in her preservation and ongoing conservation.
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